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ABSTRACT
Patricia L. Frasier
A Survey of the
1997 Whitesbog Preservation Trust Membership
to Determine Motivational Factors
that Successfully Encouraged Members
to Join or Renew Membership in
Whitesbog Preservation Trust
Steve Shapiro, PhD
Graduate Public Relations Program
1997
A survey was conducted to determine what factors successfully motivated
members to join or renew membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust
(a.k.a. the Trust). The survey was sent to 127 members who responded to the
1997 annual membership letter sent in December 1996. Of thie 127 members
who received the survey, 70 responded.
The survey asked respondents to identify the Seasonab Series event or
orther factor(s) that motivated them to become or renew membership in the
Trust. The survey also included a section on demographics for the purpose of
analyzing the data. The statistical analysis of the survey was done by Mr. R.
Wear, MIS Administrative Department, Rowan University.
The survey results identified the most important factor that successfully
motivated 46 members or 71% to join or renew membership in the Trust was the
need to preserve Whitesbog Village as an agricultural historical site for future
generations. The Seasonal Series events were the public relations tool that
attracted public attention to Whitesbog, but not the motivational factor that
encouraged members to join the Trust.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND
The Whitesbog Preservation Trust (a.ka. the Trust) is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the preservation and reuses of historic
Whitesbog village. The village is a turn-of-the-century agriculture site
and is one of New Jersey's oldest active cranberry plantations.
Whitesbog is also the home of the first cultivated blueberry. The village is
located in Browns Mills, NJ, on 3,000 acres within the Lebanon State
Forest in the heart of the Pine Barrens. The historic Whitesbog Village is
administered by the Trust in cooperation with the State of New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Parks and Forestry
as part of Lebanon State Forest.
In 1997, the Trust, as manager of the village, faced a financial
crisis. A major cause of this crisis was the failure of the annual
membership campaign to raise sufficient funds for operating expenses.
This campaign is one of the Trust's largest fund raisers and its success
was a necessity because the William Penn Grant, which provided
operating funds for the previous years, came to an end as of June 1997.
Since the membership drive did not meet expectations, the Trust would
have to lay off its professional staff that would result in the Seasonal
Series activities coming to an end as of August 1997,
In December 1996, the Trust mailed the 1997 annual membership
letter to 5000 names on the in-house mailing list. (See Appendix A:
1997 Annual Membership Letter) Of the 5000 letters sent out, the Trust
received 127 replies. Even though the Trust is grateful ior the 127
replies, the membership fees collected barely covered operating
expenses for the coming year. After reviewing its situation, the Trust
perceived the key to attracting new members to rest with the 127
individuals who answered the 1997 annual membership letter. The Trust
felt if it could identify the Seasonal Series activity or factor(s) that
influenced individuals to become members of the Trust, they could use it
as a tool to develop a successful annual membership campaign. A
successful membership campaign would increase donations to allow the
Trust to establish a stable base of funding for yearly operating expenses.
The Seasonal Series Calendar of Events is considered another
fund raising tool by the Trust. It was developed as a requirement of the
grant from the William Penn Foundation, Philadelphia, PA. (See
Appendix B: Seasonal Series Calendar of Events) These events are
based on the historical, environmental and recreational resources of
Whitesbog. All events are run by volunteers who are experts in their field
and take place at historic Whitesbog village. The public pays a small fee
to attend these events. To understand the importance of the Seasonal
Series and why the Trust wants to preserve the village, one must explore
the history of Whitesbog, Of special interest is the role the J. J. White
family played in cranberry farming and the role that Elizabeth C. White
played in the domestication of the wild blueberry.
At the turn-of-the century, Whitesbog gained its reputation as one
of the largest cranberry plantations on soil so acidic thai: traditional crops
could not be grown on it. It was land the early settlers oL' West Jersey
called the Pine Barrens. However, one pioneer who tamed the Pine
Barrens was Joseph Josiah White (a.k.a. J.J.). J. J., the Son of Barclay
White, was born January 22, 1846 on "Sharon," the family farm located
in Springfield Township, Burlington County. At the time, his father was a
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'member of the working gentry in the county." It was Barclay who
began experimenting with cranberries as a cash crop in the 1850's and
started the "White" tradition in cranberry agriculture.
In 1866, J. J, built a cabin and stable by Rake Pond on land left to
him by his grandfather. At this site, J.J. continued the White cranberry
tradition when he began clearing this land for his cranberries. While
working his farm, J.J. met Mary A. Fenwick. Mary was the daughter of
James A. Fenwick, another Burlington County gentry farmer. On Nov. 11,
1869 after the fall harvest, J. J., at the age of 23, married Mary. As
husband and wife, they used the winter months to write "Cranberry
Culture," an official guide to the cultivation, harvesting, sorting, packing
and storing of cranberries. 2
During the next 30 years, J. J. continued to buy tracts of land
suitable for cranberry farming. in 1912, J.J. combined hEs land with his
wife's inherited property from her father, and formed the new company of
Joseph J. White, Inc. Under this new name, the Whitesbog cranberry
plantation had more than 3000 acres with about 600 acres in production
as cranberry bogs.3 These 600 bogs were all dug out by hand and
planted with cranberry vines in a grid pattern. The bogs had an
elaborate system of water flow that involved the use of natural streams in
the area and a series of dams used for seasonal flooding and drainage
of the bogs.
It was this combined 600 acres that became known as
"Whitesbog." From 1900 to 1925, the Whitesbog cranberry plantation
was the largest in the state with the village of Whitesbog serving as the
main settlement and farming center for J. J. White's operation. 4 In a
magazine article dated September 1916, one writer said, "Mr. White
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learned how to make it (useless land) suitable for cranberries...It is the
largest cranberry bog in the world."s
From 1882 to 1915, under J. J. White's direction, the village of
Whitesbog was constructed. There were workmen's cottages for
permanent employees. There was a house for the Superintendent, c.
1912; the Darlington house c. 1915, built for J.J.'s daughter, Mary and
her husband, Emil Darlington; a boarding house and a two story cottage.
It is important to note that J.J. and his family did not reside in Whitesbog,
but lived in nearby New Lisbon, within horseback riding distance to the
cranberry plantation.
Other work related buildings included the cranberry packing and
storage warehouse c. 1890-1900, a barrel storage warehouse, a barrel
factory, vehicle and storage sheds, greenhouses and an ice house. 5
Public buildings in the village included the old general store, c. 1899; the
new general store with post office, c. 1923-24; and a schoolhouse c.
1920. A water tower and pump house were installed in 1914. The tower
with its 30,000 gallon water tank was the tallest structure in the area and
could be seen for miles. It was used as an observation post to check for
forest fires, and as a way to check on the bogs and waterways and to
observe the villages of Rome and Florence.
Rome was built first and housed the Italian migrants who came to
work on the farm in 1895 for six weeks starting from Sept. 6 to October
20. The Italian workers came from two neighborhoods in South
Philadelphia. Every September, an Italian boss, called a padrone,
organized entire families who came to Whitesbog to harvest
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cranberries. In 1907, J.J. wrote that he employed '390 Italians furnished
by Gus Donaton or 460 including great and small. " 7 Gus Donaton acted
as Whitesbog pardone for more than 20 years.
As one of the largest producers of cranberries, J. J. earned the
title of "Cranberry Prince."a If J. J. White was the 'Cranberry Prince," it
was his daughter, Elizabeth C. White (a.k.a. Miss White) who was the
"Blueberry Lady."'
Elizabeth, the oldest of J. J. and Mary's daughters, was born
October 5, 1871 in New Lisbon, NJ. She began working on her father's
cranberry plantation soon after she graduated from the Friends Central
School in Philadelphia in 1887. Unlike her three sisters, she never
married and devoted her life to botanical research. One of her major
accomplishments was the hybridization of the blueberry. In the early
1900's, the blueberry was a wild berry plant that grew in the Pine
Barrens, The exact location of the best plants known only to the Pineys
who populated the area, Even though other farmers said it could not be
done, it was Elizabeth's idea to add blueberries as a companion crop to
her father's cranberry operation.
She was the pioneer who domesticated nature's favorite wild
daughter, the blueberry, a gypsy camping out in the wild swamps.10
The taming of this gypsy began after Elizabeth read Bulletin No. 193
entitled "Experiments in Blueberry Culture," written by Dr. Frederick V.
Coville, a botanist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.' In this
bulletin, Dr, Coviite wrote about the history, soil and requirements of the
blueberry. "It clicked with the idea father and I had often discussed of
cultivating our wild swamp huckleberries as an auxiliary crop for
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cranberries. The bulletin gave a new slant to our discussions," said
Elizabeth. 2
In a letter dated January 11, 1911, written to B. T. Galloway, Chief,
Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Elizabeth invited Dr.
Coville to use Whitesbog in the domestication of the wild blueberry. Miss
White thought this letter and other letters following would be of such
historical significance that she preserved them in a fire proof safe. "When
the first letter was written, I was sure that it was of such importance in
establishing a new branch of horticulture that the passage of time would
give it historical value" said Elizabeth. 13
This is the letter,
New Lisbon, N.J.
January 11, 11911
B. T. Galloway, Chief
Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC
Dear Sir:
I recently received from Washington the report on "Experiments in
Blueberry Culture; which I have read with great interest, and I write to
make a suggestion in regard to future experiments.
My father, Joseph J. White, is one of the largest cranberry growers
in the country, and on his property are considerable areas of land too
high for cranberries but admirably suited to blueberries, judging by the
way the wild ones flourish.
My father authorizes me to offer you the use of this land for further
experiments in blueberry culture, and is willing to pay $50.00 a year for 5
years for such labor as may be needed to the experirments, we to have
the proceeds from any crop that might be produced.
I should be pleased to assist in the work by observation, reports, or
in any way in my power.
If you should at all consider this proposition, Dr. Shear can
perhaps give you some idea of our ability to assist the Dept. of
Agriculture in this matter, as I had the pleasure of showing him and two of
his assistants over a portion of our bogs last tall.
Trusting that this may receive favorable consideration, I am,
Very respectfully yours,
ELIZABETH C. WHITE (signed)14
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On January 28, 1911, the U. S. Department accepted the offer. On
February 4, Dr. CoviEle wrote saying he would like to visit Whitesbog. The
first visit took place on March 1, 1911, and led to a collaboration that
lasted more than 17 years (1911 to 1928), In this collaboration, Dr.
Coville did the research work on propagation and hybridization; J. J.
White, Inc. supplied the financing and the land used tc conduct the large
scale experiments; and Miss White provided the expertise in locating and
recording the best plants for propagation. The result of this research at
Whitesbog was the hybridization of the blueberry and a creation of a new
branch of agriculture.
In order to provide the best plants for hybridization, Elizabeth
sought the help of the Pineys in locating the finest blueberry bushes to be
used for research. According to Dr. Coville, 'An important step forward in
blueberry breeding came about by enlisting the interest of wild-blueberry
pickers in New Jersey through the cooperation with E. C. White of New
Lisbon, NJ."15 The "wild-blueberry pickers" that Dr. Coville refers to
were the people of the Pine Barrens, the Pineys, Working with the
Pineys, Elizabeth often went on horseback through swamps and woods
to find the best specimens. "The help of the pine people has been
indispensable to the success of my search for fine blueberry bush. she
said.15
In order to get the finest wild varieties for their research, Miss
Elizabeth arranged with her Piney friends to bring her samples of the
most superior wild berries they could find. As an incentive, the Pineys
received $2 for each exceptional bush, and a chance of immortality as
Miss Elizabeth would name the blueberry varieties after their finders. In
1913, one Piney who reached a form of immortality was Rube Leek. The
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bush that Leek found was named "Rubel" and became a cornerstone in
the Coville-Smith experiments. It is still considered an above average
berry from which many of present day blueberry hybrids can trace their
origin. 17
Using precise methods of propagation, Miss White discovered the
best way to propagate her wild blueberry plants was to cut the entire
bush, root and branch into small sections and start them as tubered
cuttings,. She then took the cuttings and planted them in four different
experimental fields at Whitesbog. According to June Vail, companion to
Miss White from 1945 -1954, Elizabeth would get up at 8 a.m. and go to
the fields to see what flowers were in bloom on the blueberry bushes.
She would go through the bushes and chose the best to develop
seedlings for later plantings. "She used to delight in her bogs."
said Vail.18
Together the team of Dr. Coville and Miss White created 68,000
hybrids with records on every plant and every cross; however, only 15 of
these plants met the prerequisites they established.'1 After only five
years of research, Dr. Coville and Miss Elizabeth realized their goal
when the first commercial crop of blueberries from Whitesbog was
shipped to market in 1916.20 As a cash crop, the blueberry had
proven to its skeptics that it could be a profitable companion crop to
cranberries. The association of Dr. Coville and Miss White came to an end
in 1928 when Elizabeth's new responsibilities prevented her from devoting
all of her time to blueberry research.21
In 1923 while still doing blueberry reserach, Elizabeth White built a
home for herself at the eastern end of the village and named it 'Suningive."
Until this time, she lived with her family at their homestead in New Lisbon.
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Suningive was two and one-half stories high and located between the
original Whitesbog cranberry field, "Old Bog," to the southeast and
northeast of the newly planted blueberry fields. "Old Bog" was the first bog
created by Elizabeth's grandfather, James A. Fenwick. 22
The interior of "Suningive' was done in chestnut trim with oak
floors giving the house an"Arts and Craft" feeling. One outstanding
feature of the house are the windows in the living room. They are unique
because when open they completely disappear up in the wails so that
they can capture the evening summer breeze. Another unique feature is
the personal elevator that Miss White installed on the first floor in her later
years. This elevator goes from the first floor entry way to the kitchen on
the second floor and to a bedroom on the third floor. Today, the house
still stands intact with elevator and disappearing windows.
True to her nature, Miss White also created formal gardens, which
included a pond, on both sides of "Suningive." These gardens contained
acid loving plants from the Pine Barrens and other ioreign countries, and
attracted visitors from around the world. According to Vail, "Elizabeth
would spend hours (in her gardens) pulling up crab grass with a
cranberry hook."23 Presently, a garden restoration project is being
implemented under the guidance of Vail. Using the original garden
plans as designed by Miss White, Miss Vail looks forward to restoring the
garden to its original beauty.24
Besides her accomplishments in botanical research, Miss White
changed the fruit packing industry by using cellophane on blueberry
boxes. In 1927, she formed the New Jersey Blueberry Cooperative
Association, a national co-operative organized to sell blueberries at the
highest price. She was also the first woman member of the American
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Cranberry Association and became its first woman to receive the New
Jersey Department of Agriculture's citation.25
In addition, she started a plant nursery at Whitesbog and became
an expert on various Pine Barrens plants, such as hollies, dogwoods,
azaleas and rhododendrons. She also propagated the Franklina, a rare
type of Magnolia shrub and sold it in her nursery,
A social activist, she helped in the development of the Vineland
School, the Four Mile Colony for the feeble-minded (Jater renamed the
New Lisbon State Colony). She was also a member of the NJ Board of
Charities and President Woodrow Wilson's Commission on Housing for
Migrant Workers.26
In 1952 at the age of 81 years, Miss White, who was over 6 feet tall
and needed a cane, was still walking the bogs. With ankles black from
the dirt of the fields and hands midnight-blue from the wax of blueberries,
she invited landscape architects from the NJ State Highway Department
to Whitesbog to show them her blueberry fields. The purpose of this
meeting was to persuade the architects to plant blueberry bushes along
the Garden State Parkway. She also served them blueberries at her
home, Suningive. Miss White died several months after this visit.
However, her tatics were successful because the state did plant
blueberries in abundance on the parkway where it borders the Pine
Barrens. 27
Elizabeth C. White died Nov. 27, 1954 at the age of 83, leaving
behind a legacy of botanical research and the creation of a profitable
new berry crop, the blueberry. True to her own words, she established a
new branch of horticulture with proven historical value.
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In the 1950's, the mechanization of harvest practices marked the
end of the Whitesbog's era. One of the most important inventions was
the dry-harvesting cranberry picker by Thomas Darlington, grandson of J.
J. White, who became President of J. J. White, Inc. in 1950. Due to
Darlington's invention, the numbers of pickers needed for a cranberry
harvest was reduced from 150 scoopers to 15 men with machines. He
also invented a blueberry picker machine that again reduced the need
for a large seasonal labor force.28
The final nail in the coffin occurred in 1965, when Bill Haines, a
local cranberry grower, introduced the wet harvesting method. This
process again reduced the amount of labor needed for a cranberry
harvest. Recognizing the potential of this new method, Darlington
designed a new set of bogs to accommodate the wet harvesting method.
These bogs are located south and next to the old Whitesbog Tract and
represent the latest in cranberry bog designs. With the innovations in
cranberry harvesting and bog design, the village of Whitesbog was no
longer the main settlement and farming center of the J. J. White, Inc.
operations as it was during its heyday in 1925. Eventually, the people
departed leaving the buildings in Whitesbog Village vacant.
On December 20, 1966, the Whitesbog plantation was bought by
the State of New Jersey, Department of Conservation and Economic
Development from the J. J. White, Inc., as an addition to the Lebanon
State Forest. This transaction included the Whitesbog village and the
3000 acres of cranberry bogs, blueberry fields, woods and water
resources.29
Since the State purchase more than 30 years ago, the Whitesbog
plantation underwent through a period of succession. The once active
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blueberry fields and cranberry bogs now provide a natural habitat for a
variety of Pine Barren plants and animals. These include the unusual
pitcher plant and the endangered Spring peeper frog. The streams and
reservoirs that once fed the cranberry bogs are now a stopover for
migratory birds. One of the most spectacular birds is the Arctic Tundra
Swan with its six foot wing span, which uses Whitesbog as a winter
feeding ground. 30 The abandoned bog roads and sandy trails carry
hikers and bikers instead of immigrant berry pickers.
The Whitesbog village, which was the center of all J. J. White's
farming activities, is silent Its agricultural buildings, workmen's cottages,
general store, and schoolhouse are vacant and stand in different stages
of restoration and repair. Instead of workmen wandering through this
turn-of-the-century agricultural site, there are tourists. As part of the
Lebanon State Park, the Whitesbog plantation is now a recreational and
environmental resource available to the public to enjoyb from dawn to
dusk. In order to protect this valuable resource, the Whitesbog
plantation was placed on the New Jersey Register of Historic Places on
December 10, 1987 and on the National Register of Historic Places on
October 28, 1988.31
Even though the Whitesbag plantation is owned by the State, J. J.
White, Inc. is still harvesting cranberries on the old bogs established by J.
J. White in 1912. In an ironic twist of fate, J. J. White, Inc. now leases
from the state the cranberry bogs that it once owned. Thus, the White
cranberry tradition started by Barclay White in the1850's is still continuing
in Burlington County. Since the Whitesbog plantation is part of the State
Park system, historic Whitesbog village is one of the few places where
the public can view the fall harvesting of cranberries.
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As part of the Seasonal Series Calendar of Events, the Trust
emphasizes the historical role that Whitesbog played in New Jersey
agriculture by running the Fall Cranberry Harvest Tours, which are
hosted by J. J. White Inc. In the summer, the Blueberry Festival is held
every June to honor Elizabeth C. White, the pioneer of the first
marketable blueberry. At Whitesbog, there is an activity planned for each
season of the year. To highlight the environmental beauty of Whitesbog,
every winter Whistling Swan Tour is conducted; and in the Spring, there
is the Spring Peeper Nature Walk.
The Trust feels the Seasonal Series activities and events provide
motivation for members to become part of the Trust. Based on this, the
Trust needs to identify the Seasonal Series event that motivates
members to join or renew membership in the Trust. Once this factor is
identified, the Trust will use the information as a planning tool to develop
events that attract more public attention and increase donations. The
information will also be used as a tool to plan a more effective annual
membership campaign. If the effectiveness of these two fund raisers can
be improved, donations will increase and the Trust will have a more
stable base of membership and financial support. Due to time
constraints and economical reasons, the Trust felt the best way to identify
this factor was to survey the 1997 membership.
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CHAPTER TWO
THESIS STATEMENT AND METHODOLOGY
Thesis Statement:
A Survey of the 1997 Whitesbog Preservation Trust Membership
to Determine Motivational Factors that Successfully Encouraged
Members to Join or Renew Membership in Whitesbog Preservation Trust.
Methodology:
Due to budget limitations, a survey by mail was the most
economical choice to reach the Trust's target audience. Since the
numbers in this universe are low, the survey will be sent to all 127
members who replied to the 1997 annual membership letter. Duplication
and collation of the survey was done in-house. A sponsor was
approached to cover the cost of mailing and office supplies. The
statistical analysis of the survey was done by Mr. R Wear, MIS
Administrative Department, Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ.
A pitch letter included the following; A.) A grabber, an interesting
statement that encouraged the reader to continue reading;
B.) An explanation, why the reader should be interested in the invitation;
and C.) A call to action, an invitation with a good reason to fill in the
survey.1 (See Appendix C: Pitch Letter)
The survey included a realistic number of questions, a logical
sequence of items, adequate spacing and a consistent layout.2 The
response categories for each question were aligned horizontally and the
respondent instructed to circle the appropriate answer. There were two
types of questions, closed and open ended. In the closed ended
questions, the respondents rated their answers. The open ended
questions or free-response questions were worded to encourage a
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meaningful answer. 3 (See Appendix D: 1997 Whitesbog Preservation
Trust Membership Survey)
For ease in coding, the survey was divided into six sections.
Sections I and II, pertained to zip code and site visitation information. The
next three sections dealt with the Seasonal Series events that took place
from January 1996 to December 1996. These sections are entitled:
Historical, Environmental and Recreational. In each category, the
respondent was asked to circle all events attended and to rate each
event. The respondent was asked if one of these events was the
motivational factor to become a member of the Trust. If not, the
respondent went to the category entitled "Other." In this section, the
respondent related in his or her words the "other" factor(s) that motivated
them to join or renew membership in the Trust.
The survey included a section on demographics. The
demographics will provide information on the member's birth date,
marital status, number of children, occupation, level of education, group
membership, family income and home ownership. It vwas placed last so
the respondent realized that the personal data collected would be used
to analyze other independent questions. 4
Since the survey is not complicated, the assumptions and
liabilities of the survey are limited. However, it is assumed that the
addressee answered the survey and not another household member. It
is assumed that respondents answered the survey questions honestly
and to the best of their ability.
Limitations included the cost of mailing and the members returning
the surveys in a timely manner. Due to the unique background of the
17
historic Whitesbog plantation, the findings of this survey may only apply
to this site.
Primary research included in-depth interviews with key Trust
board members and staff members. In-depth interviews were conducted
with key personnel from Lebanon State Forest on the historical
background of Whitesbog. Secondary research included a search of
previous literature by others on the history of Whitesbug Plantation.
Other research pertained to fund raising and marketing techniques for
non-profit organizations.
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CHAPTER TWO ENDNOTES
1 Shapiro, Steve Phd, Pitch Letter, Seminar Pub ic Relations II,
Rowan University, 1995.
2 Backstrom, Charles H., and Hursh-Cesar, Gerald, Survey
Research. Second Edition, Macmillan Publishing Co., 1963, pp.189.
3 Ibid, pp. 209.
4 Ibid, pp. 160.
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CHAPTER THREE
DATA
Of the 127 members who received the 1997 membership survey, 70
members or 55% responded. Data from 69 surveys were entered on computer
scan sheets and given to Mr. R. Wear, MIS Administrative Department, Rowan
University, for a statistical analysis. When the data was entered on the scan
sheets, the questions on the 1997 Whitesbog Preservation Trust survey were
renumbered tor ease in interpreting the data. (See Appendix E: 1997
Whitesbog Preservation Trust 1997 Membership Survey-Renumbered)
One survey was received with zip code information only and contained a
$25 check as a donation. The addition of this last survey has no effect on the
the statistical analysis as completed by the MIS Department.
The results of the statistical analysis as produced by Mr, R, Wear
provides the necessary information to identify the factor(s) that motivated
members to join or renew membership in the Trust. It also provides the
demographics to interprete the data. (See Appendix F: Whitesbog
Preservation Trust 1997 Membership Survey Statistical Analysis. Hereafter
referred to as Statistical Analysis.)
For ease in analyzing the data, the information from the statistical
analysis has been converted to bar graphs and pie charts. This information is
as follows;
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Preservation Trust
MIembershin Survev Statistical
Demographics:
Zip Codes: A total of 42 zip codes were recorded for the 64 members who
responded to this question. The following is the data for the five zip codes that
had the most members:
Zip Codes
Number of
Respondents in
Respective Zip
Codes
10IH
1B
14
12
10
B
6
4
2
0
08758 08015 08055 08060 08088 Misc.
Zip Codes
Zip Codes by Percentages
08759
63Y 11%
1
08088
s%
5%U6'.
0 08015
8%
1B05
6%
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Analvsis
Wh itebhnn
Misc.
Demogranhics: (cont.)
Gender A total of 67 members responded to this question. The analysis is as
follows:
Gender
Number of
Respondents
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
Male Femnle
Categories
Gender
Male
MAW_
46%
22
IJ
,.I,
Demographics: (cont.)
Birth: The date of birth listed by decades is as follows:
Date of Birth by Decades
2
1
1
1
1
1
Number of
Respondents
1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- 1960-
1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 1969
Decades
Percentage of Respondents' Birthdates by Decades
1950-1959
13%
1940 1949 7%
32%
1930-193-
23%
23
1960-19 s
3%1
.- m1 --i 919
22V.
Question 1:
Tvye of Membership: A total of 65 members responded to this question.
The analysis is as follows:
Type of Membership
Renewal N
"" ' "::~"J Neewl
48%
New members: 31 respondents
Renewal members: 34 respondents
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Question 2:
Number of times visitina historic Whiteshna Vielane' A total of 57
members responded to this questions. The analysis is as follows:
Site Visitation Frequencies
Number of
Respondents
1I
l.
1
I
1 2 3 4 5
Site Visitations
Percentages of Site Visitations
SK+
Four time~s 2121%
Three times
8%
One tirie
34%,
Two times
28%
25
9%
l
Seasonal Series Events:
Questions 3 through 37 pertain to the Seasonal Series events which took
place at historic Whitesbog Village from January 1996 to December 1996. The
respondent was asked to circle all events attended and rate the event if it was
most informative, moderately informative, or not informative.
This section on the survey was divided into three categories: Historical,
Environmental and Recreational. The analysis is as follows:
Historical:
Question #3 Elizabeth C. White Garden Day
____Most Informative Mod, informative Not nformative
Respondents 1 1 0
Percentage 50% 50% 0%
Question #4 Whitesbog in the 1950's b June Vail
Most Informative Mod. Informative Not informative
Respondents 7 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #5 Whitesbog History Tour by Tom Darlington
l ___~___Most Informative Mod. Informativeot nformative
Respondents 8 2 0
Percentage 80% 20% 0%
Question #6 Cranberry Harvest Tours
iii__________ iMost Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 6 3 0
Percentage 66.6% 33.3% 0%
Question #7 Holiday Candlelight Tour
_______ Most Informative I Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 3 2 0
Percentage 60% 40% 0%
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Environmental:
Question #10 Whistling Swan Tour
_.______ Most Informative Mod. Informative Not nformaive
Respondents 7 1 0
Percentage 87.5% 12.5% 0%
Question #11 St. Patty's Sign of Spring Green Walk
Most Informative Mod. Informative Not informative
Respondents 0 1 0
Percentage 0% 100% 0%
Question #14 Spring Peeper Nature Watk
M__ ost Informative Mod, Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #16 Old Fashioned Nature WaLk
_ Most Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #17 Night ighting for Moths
________ Most informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 1 0
Percentage 50% 50% 0%
Question #18 Birds of Whitesbog
_Most Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #21 Discover the Dragonfly
I____VMost Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 0 0......
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
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Question #24 Reptile Round-Up
Most Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #25 Animals of Whitesbog
___ _ ____ Most Informative Mod. InformativeNot foat
Respondents 1 0o 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Recreational:
Question #28 Full Moon Hikes
_ Most Informative Mod. Informative Not ntormative
Respondents 8 3 0
Percentage 72.7% 27.3% 0%
Question #29 Whitesbog Pickerel Catch
_Most Informative Mod. Informative Not informatve
Respondents_ 1 , 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #31 Blueberry Festival
Most Informative Mod Informative Not Inor ve
Respondents 16 4 1
Percentage 76.2% 19.0% 4.8%
Question #32 Blueberry Festival Run
__Most Enjoyable Mod. Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Respondents 3 0 0 -
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #33 Harvest Moonlight Walk
___ _____ Most Informative I Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 1 ,0 1 o
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
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Question #34 Gather Around the Campfire with Dave Orleans
_______Most Informative IMod. Informative Not InformativR
Respondents 1 0 o 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #35 Cranberry Harvest Run
__Most Enjoyable od. Enjoyable Not Enjoyab
Respondents 3 - 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
Question #36 Halloween in the Pines
_^ _____ Most Informative Mod. Informative Not Informative
Respondents 6 2 0
Percentage 75% 25% 0%
Question #37 Fat Tire Bike Run
... ____Most Enjoyable I Mod. Enjoyable INot Enjoyable
Respondents 1 0 0
Percentage 100% 0% 0%
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Other:
Question 40 & Question 41; The respondents were to give one reason why
the historic village of Whitesbog should be preserved for tuture generation, and
did this reason motivate them to join or renew membership in the Trust.
Analysis of this data showed that 65 members responded to this question
and that their choice was the reason why they joined or renewed their
membership in the Trust. The analysis is as follows:
Reasons for Preservation
5
4
4
3
Number of 3
2Respondents
1
1
Site History Nature Area Blteberry History
Categories
Reasons for Preservation
Bluebeny
Nature Area History
23% 6%
Site History
71%
30
Question 43: Would you invite a friend to a Whitesbog Trust activity? Of the
61 members who responded to this question, 100% stated they would invite a
friend to a Whitesbog Trust activity.
Invitation to a Whitabuog Activity
1'i
1 0U%
31
YgIg
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Demograephic s :
Question 44 to Question 64: The following questions pertain to
demographics used to analyze the data.
Question 44 -What is the age of childrenliving in the house: A total
of 11 members responded to this question. The analysis is as follows:
Ages of Children Living at Home
5
4
Number of
Respondents
S
2
1
0
0 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 15 1I to 20 20+
Ages of ChiLdren (years)
Ages of Children Living at Home
20+
27% 0-5 Years
9%
6-10 Years
9%
,II V- -_
16e20 Years
46%
32
I 1 - I I aar
91
'---
Demographics: (cont.)
Question 45 - Martial Status: A total of 69 members responded to this
question. The analysis is as follows:
Marital Status
40
35
30
25
Number of
Respondents
15
10
5
D
Married Single
Calegories
Marital Status
Single
45%
Married
55%
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Demnoraphics:
OQueition 46 to Question 51: These questions refer to Occupation. A total of 27
members responded to questions in this category. The analysis is as follows;
Occupations
14
12
10
Number of
Repondents
8
G
4
2
0
Prof./ Upper Middle Sales/ Clerk/ Trades
Tach. Mgmt, Mgml. Mktg Srvo.
Calegories
Occupations by Percentages
Clerk/Srvc. Trades
Sales/ Mktg 19%
0%
Middie Mgrt.
Upp11%r
Uppsr Mgn
A%
34
(cont.)
11%
I ..I
52%
.-L
Demographics: (cont.)
Question 52 to Question 58: These questions refer to Current
Emp]oyement Status. A total of 31 members or 44.28% responded to these
questions. The analysis is as follows:
Current Employment Status
Number of
Respondents
16
14
12
10
a
6
4
2
o
Homemak Ratiree Student Self- Home nQ
e r employed Office Internet
Categories of Emplorment
Current Employment Status by Percentages
Home Office
Self-Emrplyed 7%
14%
Internet
18% IHolmenker
ao'
Retiree
57%
35
E/l'
Demographics: (cont.)
question 59 - Level of Education chieve: A total of 62 members
responded to this question. The analysis is as follows:
Level of Education
Number of
Respondents
as
20
10
5
0
High School College Post-Graduate
CategoRiea
Level of Education
Post Graduate
39%
College
29%
High School
32%
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Pge.ona.graphi.c-S: (cont.)
Question 60 to Question 62 - Current Membership Status: The types
of organizations were Professional/Business groups, Environmental groups and
Historical societies. A total of 48 members responded to this question and
members could belong to more than one group. The analysis is as follows:
Current Membership Status
1
1
1
Number of
Respondents
Prot&Bus: Prof&Bus/ Envrl His Prof & Prf &
Ervr /Hist Hist Bus/ Envr Bus
Types of Organization
Envr
Current Membership Status by Percentages
Prof&Bus
S%
Envr
15%
Prof&BuslEnvr
1 %
Hist
8%
Prof&BusErnvr/
Hist
27%f
Prof&Buis/Hist
4%
Envr/Hist
25%
37
Demograohics: (cont.)
Question 63 - Family Income: A total of 51 members responded to this
question. The analysis is as follows:
Family Income
14
12
10
Number of
Respondents
s
6
4
2
0
>$15.0 S15K- $20K- S30K- $si-s - $6K- $70K- iou$K-
00 $19,99 $29,99 $49,99 59.S99 $69,99 $99,99 $149K
9 9 9 9 9
3ncorme
Family Income by Percentages
$10K-$149K
12%
Im
!.;w:fl*i
M
>$150K
6% <$15K
disssejurmai__
ErOM
$30K-$49K
24%
38
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10%
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Demographics: (cont.)
Question 64 - Primarv Residence: A total of 61 members responded to
this question. The analysis is as follows:
Primary Residence by Percentages
6
5
4
Number of
Respondents S
2
1
Own Home Own Condo Home Rental Apt. Rental
Categories
Primary Residence
Townhouse/ Homn Rental
Condo.
2%
I
7% Apt. ReniaE
3%
Home
88%
39
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the 1997 Whitesbog Preservation Trust survey
identified the factor(s) that successfully motivated members to join or
renew membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust, It also provided
the demographics necessary to interpret the data. The following are the
conclusions based on the statistical analysis of the data as provided by
the survey:
MAJOR MOTIVAIION.NAL .FACTOR FOR JOINING OR RENEWING
MEMBERSHIP IN WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST:
According to the data, the most important factor that successfully
influenced 46 members or 71% of the 65 respondents to join or renew
membership in the Trust was that the historic Whitesbog Village should
be preserved as an Agricultural Historical site. Thus, the need to
preserve the village and its buildings for future generations were the
prime motivating factor that attracts members to the Trust.
DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY:
The demographics as provided by the survey created a profile of a
member who is 50 years old or older, who is a retired affluent
professional, and who belongs to more than one organization. This
member holds a master or doctorate, owns his own home, and has an
average family income of $30,000 to $50,000.
Other Motivational Factors:
The second factor that encouraged 15 members or 23% to join
was that the historic Whitesbog Village should be preserved as a nature
site. The third factor that influenced 4 members or 6% was that the
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vilage should be preserved because it was the site of the first cultivated
blueberry.
Blu.eberrv Festival:
Even though only 6% of the members stated they were motivated
to join or renew membership in Trust because the village was the site of
the first cultivated blueberry, the Blueberry Festival drew the largest
response of members who attended the special events.
The findings show that the Festival is a popular event that attracts
attention. Since the survey shows that it takes only one or two visits to
the village to motivate individuals to become members, the Trust should
use the Festival as a public relations tool to reach a broader audience.
The survey also showed that once an individual attends an event, they
will recommend it to a friend.
Seasonal Series Events:
According to the data, the Seasonal Series events did not play a
role in motivating the members to join or renew membership in the Trust.
On the basis of this, it is assumed that the Seasonal Series events are a
public relations tool that attracts the public to the historic Whitesbog
Village. As a tool, the Seasonal Series events educate the public about
the important role that Whitesbog has played in New Jersey agricultural
history.
Tours of Whitesbog Plantation:
Due to the members interest in preserving Whitesbog, it is
recommended that the Trust work with the State to restore and open
more buifdings to the general public for tours. A museum should also be
established at the village to trace the history of the Whitesbog plantation
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highlighting the cranberry and blueberry industry. It is recommended that
the museum be one of the Trust's highest priorities.
Since the survey shows there is an interest in blueberries, it is
recommended that Elizabeth C. White's home, Suningive, and gardens
be open to the general public for tours. The host for these tours should
be Tom Darlington, grandson of J. J. White. According to the survey, his
Whitesbog History Tour drew the third largest response of the Seasonal
Series events.
To meet the needs of other members who want Whitesbog
preserved as a nature site, the tours of Suningive should include a tour of
the bogs. According to the season, the tours should include a Whistling
Swan Tour in the winter, a Spring Peeper tour in the Spring, etc. The
Full Moon Hikes, which received the second highest response of the
Seasonal Series events, should continue as scheduled. As a prelude to
the hike, the Trust should have a special presentation on the historical
importance of preserving the Whitesbog plantation for future generations.
Zip.Codes:
To reach its target audience, the Trust should use the 42 zip code
information as provided by the survey. According to the survey, the top
five communities having the most members were Whiting, Browns Mills
(the home of historic Whitesbog village), Medford, Vincentown and Mt.
Holly, NJ. These communities are within 15 minutes to 30 minute's travel
time to the Whitesbog plantation. When publicizing an event such as the
historical tours and the Blueberry Festival, the medium chosen should
reach all members within the 42 zip codes with special emphasis on the
top five zip codes.
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The top five zip codes also provide demographic information. The
zip code with the largest response was Whiting, NJ, which is a retirement
community of 7,300 residents. Another large retiremern community is
also located in Medford, NJ. The zip code information and demographics
show that the Whitesbog plantation attracts a mature audience.
Birth Date of Members:
According to the survey, the majority of the members are 50 years
old or older. Of the members who responded, 32% born between 1940-
1949 are 50 years old or older. A total of 23% born between 1930-1930
are 60+ years old; and 22% born between 1920-1929 are 70+ years old,
Of the members who responded, 55% of this mature audience
were married and 45% were single. The single numbers include widows
and widowers. The ages of the children lend support to the mature
audience. Of the members who responded, 27% had children more than
20 years old and 45% have children between the ages of 16 to 20 years
old.
Occupations:
This mature audience includes a large number of professionals or
52% of the members who responded. Another 19% of members who
responded where involved in executive or middle management
positions.
Cu.rae .LEtloyment Status:
Of the members who responded to current employment status,
52% were retired and 16% were on the Internet. The number of retirees
verifies the maturity of this target audience. As the popularity and
availability of the Interet increases, it can be expected that more
members will use the Internet as a communication too.
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Level of Educatio.:
The educational level of this mature target audience is quite high.
Of the members who responded, 39% have a master's degree or
doctorate; 29% have college degrees; and 32% have high school
degrees.
The Trust must take the high educational level of its members into
consideration when developing fund raising programs, special events
and public relations plans for this target audience. It is recommended
that the Trust create specific programs for its membership and different
programs for its other publics.
Current Membership Status:
The sophistication of the members is reflected in the organizations
in which they are members. Of the members who responded, 27% he[d
membership in three different types of organizations: Professional &
Business groups, Environmental groups and Historical Societies.
Another 25% had memberships in Environmental groups and Historical
Societies; and 15% had membership in Professional & Business and
Environmental groups. Only 8% of the members belong to Historical
Societies.
According to this data, the Trust is competing with other non-profit
organizations for its member's time and money.
Family Income:
The educational level and sophistication of the Trust members are
also reflected in the family income. Of the members who responded,
25% had a family income between $30,000-$50,000. Another 24% had
family incomes between $50,000-$70,000, and 14% had incomes
between $70,000-$99,000.
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Of interest is the fact that 12% of the members had a family income
of $100,000-$$150,000 and 6% had income of $150,00 and over. This
information is very important to the Trust and should be used to its
advantage when developing fund raising projects. The Trust must keep
in mind this group has the discretionary income to generously donate to
organization(s) that meets its needs.
Primarv Residence:
The affluence of the members is again reflected in home
ownership. Of the members who responded, 90% own their own home.
Fund Raising Cam aians:
When the Trust sent out its 1997 Annual Membership Letter, it
asked for membership dues and received what it asked for, membership
dues. The membership letter did not ask for operating funds.
The results of this study show that the Trust should create two
campaigns, one for membership and one for operating expenses. The
membership letter can be sent to members, as well as to the general
public. However, the letter requesting operating funds should be sent to
members only and the request for funds should be based on the
demographics as provided by this survey.
Conclusion:
The Trust should use the information collected from this survey as
a planning tool to improve the annual membership campaign and to
develop an operating expense campaign. The data will also assist in the
planning of Seasonal Series activities that will attract more public
attention to Whitesbog,
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The improvements in these fund raising programs will lead to an
increase in donations and a stable base of funds for operating expenses.
Other non-profit groups may use the research gained from this project as
guidelines to develop successful fund raising campaigns for their
organizations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FURTHER STUDY
Since the results of the survey show that the prime motivational
factor that influenced members to join or renew membership in the Trust
was the need to see Whitesbog Village preserved for future generations,
further study is required to see if it is practical to establish a historical
agricultural museum at Whitesbog.
As part of this study, the Trust should consider establishing a focus
group and an advisory committee to measure public support for the
museum. The Trust should also consider holding an open forum where
all publics are invited to share their concerns about the museum.
The Trust should also do a feasibility study on the opening of
Elizabeth C. White's home, Suningive, as a tourist site or as a small
conference center. This study should include the settings of fees to cover
operating costs of maintaining Suningive,
Since the demographics show that the Trust attracts a mature
audience, the Trust should consider developing gift giving programs that
meet the needs of this audience. One topic that requires further study is
the development of a program that includes the establishment of
bequests or other forms of planned giving.
Another type of program is the establishment of a gift giving club.
To become a member of this prestigious club, a regular member would
give at a higher level and receive special recognition for the gift.
An interesting subject for further research is the use of the Internet
as a communications tool to reach a broader audience. The Trust should
consider using the Internet as a media resource to publicize it's
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Seasonal Series events, as well as publicize Whitesbog as a historical
agricultural site.
Other programs within the organization that require further study
are the development of an operating expense campaign, a public
relations campaign to reach the Trust's many publics, and programs to
measure the effectiveness of these strategies, Another study should be
done to test the effectiveness of the mailing list.
On a continual basis, the Trust should follow the lifestyle trends of
the senior urban professionals and the retired affluent professionals.
Research shows that these adults, who are in their fifties, will continue to
retire over the next ten years, and will have time and a discretionary
income to spend. With proper planning, the Whitesbog Preservation
Trust can use this resource as a means of achieving its goal of
preserving the historic Whitesbog Village for future generations.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST
1997 MEMBERSHIP LETTER
Become a Member of the Whitesbog Preservation:Trust, Inc
1997MAEMBERSHIP FORM
You can help the Trust continue to provide opportunities for people to enjoy Whitesbog and preserve it for future
generations. Your contribution helps cover the cost of managing the site, coordinating restoration and maintenance
projects, and developing and implementing educational and interpretive progrna. You enable the Trust to keep the
public informed about regularly sdreduled events and tours. You also help theTrust raise money fom foundationr
corporations, and small businesses by showing your support
The Trust's mailing list is compiled solely from information requests we receive and visitors to the site.
This request is being sent to over 5000 individuals and families who have shown an interest in Whitesbog.
You know that Whitesbog is a very spedal place. If each residence receiving this mailing becomes a
member of the Trust, we can reach our fund raising goal for 997.
The Trust works very hard to keep Whitesbog an interesting and educational site to visit We could not do
this without membership support Help us continue the good work;
In addition to supporting the on-going effort to restore and re-use Whitesbog, nembership benefits include
a periodic newsletter; advanced mailings announcing up-coming spedal events such as our popular,
"HlIIoween Evening in the Pines", and free admission to selected educational and interpretive events
throughout the year.
Return the form below with your contribution and become a member of the Whitesbog PreservationTrust.
For more inforrnaion on the Trust and the work we are doing at Whitesbog, do not hesitate to call us at
(609) 893-46. Thank you.
All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
Membership is valid through December 31,1997.
Whitesbog Preservation Trust, Inc.
1997 Membership Form
Nlame:_________________ _____
Address:_ ____ _____
County;_ Telephone:
Type of.Membership;
-_ Sponsor (S500) _ Patron ($100) Friend ($50)
Fanmily ($30) Individual ($20)
·=:. Please contact me about volunteer opportunities at Whitesbog.
Please make check payable to: Whitesbog Preservation Trust, In., 120-24A Whitesbog Road, Browns Mills,
NJ, 08015. All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law. Membership is valid through
December 31, 1997.
WH1TESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST, INC.
1997 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Dear Member:
Thank you for your upport of historic Whjtesbog. You know that Whitesbg s avery spedal place. Your
membership in theTrust enables us to provide opportunities foryou to enjoy this beautiful historic sie.
The Trust wors very hard to keep Whitesbog an interesting and educational site to visit We could not do
this withoutyour contribution. Help us continue the good work.
In addition to supporting the ongoing effort to preserve Whitesbog, membership benefits include;
a peiodic newsletter advanced mailings announcing up-coming special events: and free admissio to
selected educational and interpretive events throughout the year.
Reurn the form below with your contribution and renew your membership in the Whitestbg Preservation
Trust, Thak you.
70AK .Afs#dane
Membership is valid through December 31,1997.
All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
---------- …-.-------------… 
---…-
WThitesbug Preservation Trust, Inc,
1997 Membership Renewal Form
Name :___----±--------- -----
Address:_; - ------
County: _ Telephone:
Type of Membership:
Sponsor ($500) Patron ($100) Friend ($50)
Family ($30) Individual ($20)
Please contact me about volunteer opportunities at Whitesbog.
Please make check payable to: Whitesbog PreservatiMoTrust, Inc, 120-24A Whitesbog Road, Brons Ml.s,
NJ 0815, (609) 893-4646. All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law. Membership is
valid through December 31, 1997.
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APPENDIX C
1997 WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
PITCH LETTER
Whitesbog Preservation Trust
120-24A Whitesbog Road ^ Browns Mills, NJ 08015 · 609-893-4646
April 4,1997
Dear Member:
Your opinion is important to us! As a member of
Preservation Trust, wil you take a few minutes to
answer all questions to the best of your ability.
the Whitesbog
fill in this survey,
The information gathered from this survey will be used to assist the Trust in
planning activities and events that interest you and appeal to the general
public. All replies will be kept confidential.
To be an active player in this decision making process, all you have to do is
complete your survey today and mail it in the enclosed envelope! This is a
time sensitive study and your quick response will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Patricia LU Frasier
Public Relations
Enc.
Please
APPENDIX D
1997 WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
Wfitesbog Preservation Trust-
Membership Survey 1997
IMPORTANT! PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN WITHIN THE NEXT TEN DAYS.
1. Name:
Street:
State: ZiD:
New Member Yes No
2. How many
Whitesbog
1 time
Membership Renewal: Yes No (I yes, how many years: Yrs.)
times from January 1996 to December 1996 did you visit the historic
Village? (Circle only one response.)
2 times 3 times 4 times 5 times 6+ times
3. There are three categories of events that take place at the historic Whitesbog Villag
They are historical, educational/environmental, and recreational. In each category
circle all events that you have attended during 1996 season and answer the
questions in each category. The last category is an open ended question entitled
"Other."
A. HISTORICAL: (Circle all events attended and answer the questions that
follow.)
1. Elizabeth C. White
Most informative
2. "Whitesbog in the
Most informative
3. Whitesbog History
Most informative
4. Cranberry Harvest
Most informative
Garden Day (Mart, May, Sept, Nov.)
Moderately informative I
1950's" by June Vail (Aug.)
Moderately informative
Tour with Tom Darlington (Oct., Nov.)
Moderately informative I
Tours (Sept., Oct.)
Moderately informative I
5. Holiday Candlelight Tour (Dec.)
Most informative Moderately informative
Not informative
Not informative
Not informative
Jot informative
Not informative
6. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust: (If none, go to the next
category.)
7. Explain why this event was important
I
Whitesbog
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B. EDUCATIONAL/ENVIRONMENTAL: (Circle all events attended and
answer the questions that follow.)
1. Winter Wonderland (an.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
2. Whistling Swan Tour (Feb.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
3. St. Patty's Signs of Spring Green Walk (Mar.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
4. New Moon Stargazing (Apr.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
5. Spring Peeper Nature Walk
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
6. Microhabitat Exploration (Apr.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
7. Old Fashion Nature Walk (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
8. Night-Lighting for Moths (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
9. Birds of Whitesbog (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not inforrmative
10. Aquatic Dip-Netting (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
11. Pine Barrens Ecology Walk (June)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
12. Discover the Dragonfly (June)
Most infonrative Moderately informative Not informative
13. Pond Life at Whitesbog (June)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
14. Evening Nature Walk through the Pines (July)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
15. Reptile Round-Up (Sept.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
16. Animals of Whitesbog (Nov.)
Most informative Moderately informtive Not informative
17. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust: (If none, go to the next
category.)
18. Explain why this event was important:
Whitesbog
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C. RECREATIONAL: (Circle all events attended and answer the questions that
follow.)
1. Full Moon Hikes (Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept, Oct., Nov., Dec.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
2. Whitesbog Pickerel Catch (Apr.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
3. Biking for the Bogs (May)
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not entertaining
4. Blueberry Festival (June)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
5. Blueberry Festival Run (June)
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not entertaining
6. Harvest Moonlight Walk (Sept.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
7. Gather Around the Campfire with singer Dave Orleans (Sept.)
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not entertainng
8. Cranberry Harvest Run (Oct.)
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not entertaining
9. Halloween in the Pines (Oct.)
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not enterteinng
10. Fat Tire Bike Ride
Most entertaining Moderately entertaining Not entertainig
11. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in Whitesbog Preservation Trust (If none, go to the next
category.)
12. Explain why this event was important: (f the event wa m te RBweberry
Festival, please describe the one activity of the day thai irfluenced yourdecision to osin pr
renew your membership in the Whitesbog PrservationTirust. )
D. OTHEi:
1. Give one reason why you feel the historic village of Whitesbog should be
preserved for future generations:
2. Did this reason influence your decision to join or renew your membership i
the Whitesbog Preservation Trust: Yes No (If No, go to question #3.
3. If no, explain what factor influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust:
Whitesbog Preservation Trust Membership Survey 1997
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5. The following demographic information is for the Whitesbog Preservation Trust
use only and will be kept confidential:
Would you invite a friend to a Whitesbog Trust activity?
Date of birthf Month Year
Yes No
C. Not including yourself, what is the gender and age (in years) of children anc
adults living in your household:
Male/Age:
Female/Age:
Marital status: Married Single
Occupation: (Circle choices)
1. Professional/Technical
2. Upper Management/Executive
3. Middle Management
4. Sales/Marketing
5. Clerical/Service Worker
6. Trades/Machine Operator/Laborer
F. Are you or your spouse:
1. Homemaker
2. Retired
3. Student
4. Miltary (Active or Retired)
5. Self employed/Business Owner
6. Working from Home Office
7. On the Internet
G. Level of Education: (Circle highest level achieved)
1. Completed High School
2. Completed College
3. Completed Graduate School
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
I. Circle the groups in which you are currently a member:
1. Professional/Business groups
2. Environmental groups
3. Historical societies
J. Which group describes your family ncome:
1. Under $15,000
2+ $15,000-$19,999
3. $20,000-$29,999
K. Primary residence, do you:
1. Own a Home?
2. Own a Townhouse/
Condominium?
4. $30,000-$49,999
5. $50,000-$59,999
6. $60,000-$69,999
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
Spouse
(Names are opdtinaLi
(Circle one)
7. $70,000-$99,999
S. $100,000-$149,999
9. S150,000 & Over
(Circle one)
3. Rent a Home?
4. Rent an Apartment,
Townhouse or Condominium
THANK YOUI FOR PARfTCPATIPAG IN THIS STDY AND SHARING YOUR OPINIONS WITl US!
A.
B,
D.
E.
APPENDIX F
1997 WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Whitesbog reservation Trust
MembfersFip Survey 1997
NO'ME: #) Computer Scan Number for purpose ofStatisticalAnalysis.
IMPORTANT! PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN WiTITEE THE NEXT TEN DAYS.
1 N am
Street:
State: Zin:
(1) New Member: (A)Yes No Membership Renewal: (B)Yes Nc (If yes, how many years: Yrs
2. How many times from January 1996 to December 1996 did you visit the historic
Whitesbog Village? (Circle only one response.)
(2) time 2 times 3 times 4 times 5 times 6+ times
3. There are three categories of events that take place at the historic Whitesbog Villag
They are historical, educational/environmental, and recreational In each category
circle all events that you have attended during 1996 season and answer the
questions in each category. The last category is an open ended question entitled
"Other."
A. HISTORICAL: (Circle all events attended and answer the questions that
follow.)
(3) 1. Elizabeth C. White Garden Day (Mar., May, Sept, Nov.)
Most informative Moderately informative i
(4) 2. "Whitesbog in the 1950's" by June Vail (Aug.)
Most informative Moderately informative i
(5) 3. Whitesbog History Tour with Tom Darlington (Oct., Nov.)
Most informative Moderately informati ve
{6) 4. Cranberry Harvest Tours (Sept., Oct.)
Most informative Moderately informative 1
(7) 5. Holiday Candlelight Tour (Dec.)
Most informative Moderately informative
,Not informative
Not informative
Not informative
Not informative
IJot infornmaive
(8) 6. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust; (If none, go to the next
category.)
(9) 7. Explain why this event was important:
-'---'
I
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B. EDUCATIONAL/ENVIRONMENTAL: (Circle all events attended and
answer the questions that follow.)
(10) 1. Winter Wonderland Gan.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(11) 2. Whistling Swan Tour (Feb.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(12) 3, St. Patty's Signs of Spring Green Walk (Mar.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(13) 4. New Moon Stargazing (Apr.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(14) 5. Spring Peeper Nature Walk
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(15) 6. Microhabitat Exploration (Apr.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(16) 7. Old Fashion Nature Walk (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(17) 8. Night-Lighting for Moths (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(18) 9. Birds of Whitesbog (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(19) 10. Aquatic Dip-Netting (May)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(20) 11. Pine Barrens Ecology Walk (June)
Most informative Moderately mformatave Not informative
(21) 12. Discover the Dragonfly (rune)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
422) 13. Pond Life at Whitesbog June)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(23) 14. Evening Nature Walk through the Pines (July)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(24) 15. Reptile Round-Up (Sept.)
Most informative Moderately informative Not informative
(25) 16. Animals of Whitesbog (Nov.)
Most informative Moderately informtive Not informative
(26) 17. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust: (If none, go to the next
category.)
(27) 18. Explain why this event was important:
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C. RECREATIONAL: (Circle all events attended and answer the questions tiat
follow+)
(28) 1. Full Moon Hikes (Jan., Feb. Mar., Apr.,
Most informative Moderately
(29) 2. Whitesbog Pickerel Catch (Apr,)
Most informative Moderately
(30) 3. Biking for the Bogs (May)
Most entertaining Moderately
(31) 4. Blueberry Festival (June)
Most informative Moderately
(32) 5. Blueberry Festival Run (une)
Most entertaining Moderately
(33) 6. Harvest Moonlight Walk (Sept.)
Most informative Moderately
(34) 7. Gather Around the Campfire with s
Most entertaining Moderately
(35) 8. Cranberry Harvest Run (Oct.)
Most entertaining Moderately
(36) 9. Halloween in the Pines (Oct.)
Most entertaining Moderately
(37) 10. Fat Tire Bike Ride
Most entertaining Moderately
May, June, July, Aug., Sept, Oct., Nov., Dec.)
informative Not informative
informative
entertaining
informative
entertaining
informative
inger Davi Orleans
entertaining
entertaining
entertaining
entertaining
Not informative
Not entertining
Not informative
Not enteraining
Not informative
(Sept.)
Not entertaining
Not entertaining
Not entertaining
Not entertaining
(38) 11. Name the one event that influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in Whitesbog Preservation Trust: (If none, go to the next
category.)
(39) 12. Explain why this event was important: (If the ent uas the Blueberry
Festival, please describe the one activity of the day that influenced yourdectsion to join or
renew your membership in the Whitesbog PreservationT-st. )
D. OTHER:
(40) 1. Give one reason why you feel the historic village of Whitesbog should be
preserved for future generations:
(41) 2. Did this reason influence your decision to join or renew your membership i
the Whitesbog Preservation Trust: Yes No (Cf No, go to question #3.
(42) 3. If no, explain what factor influenced your decision to join or renew your
membership in the Whitesbog Preservation Trust:
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5. The following demographic information is for the Whitesbog Preservation Trust
use only and will be kept confidential:
(43) A. Would you invite a friend to a Whitesbog Trust activity? Yes No
B. Date of birth: Month Year
(44) C. Not including yourself, what is the gender and age (in years) of children anc
adults living in your household:
Male/Age:
Female/Age:
(45) D. Marital status: Married Single
E. Occupation: (Circle choices)
(46) 1. Professional/Technical You Spouse
(47) 2. Upper Management/Executive You Spouse
(48) 3. Middle Management You Spouse
(49) 4. Sales/Marketing You Spouse
(50) 5. Clerical/Service Worker You Spouse
(51) 6. Trades/Machine Operator/Laborer You Spouse
F. Are you or your spouse:
(52) 1. Homemaker You Spouse
(53) 2. Retired You Spouse
(54) 3. Student You Spouse
(55) 4. Miltary (Active or Retired) You Spouse
(56) 5. Self employed/Business Owner You Spouse
(57) 6. Working from Home Office You Spouse
(58) 7. On the Internet You Spouse
(59) G. Level of Educationr (Circle highest level achieved)
(A) 1. Completed High School
(B) 2. Completed College
(C 3. Completed Graduate School
I. Circle the groups in which you are currently a member: (Names are optionaL)
(60) 1. Professional/Business groups
(61) 2. Environmental groups
(62) 3+ Historical societies
(63) J. Which group describes your family income: (Circle one)
(A) 1. Under $15,000 (D)4. $30,000-$49,999 (G)7. $70,000-$99,999
(B) 2. $15,000-$19,999 (E)5. $50,000-$59,99 (H)8. $100,000-5149,999
(C) 3. $20,000-$29,999 (F)6. $60,000-$69,999 (I) 9. $150,000 & Over
(64) K. Primary residence, do you: (Circle one)
(A) 1. Own a Home? (C)3. Rent a Home?
0() 2. Own a Townhouse/ (D)4. Rent an Apartment,
Condominium? Townhouse or Condominium?
THZIAN YOUI FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY AND SHARING YOU R OPINIONS WllT US!
APPENDIX E
1997 WHITESBOG PRESERVATION TRUST
MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
RENUMBERED
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SurV Y 1
WNdnesday, May 21, 1997
IS zIPCU0: 4NDBR BIRTH
060030 Tnirties
06 55 Fifties
090059 Fifties
0000 Did not answer
090065 Sixties
010042 Fourties
07 Did not ansmer
04 41 Frurties
03 44 Fourties
t0 Did not answer
050025 Twenties
120030 Thirties
030053 Fifties
080054 Fifties
1100 3 Did not answer
1lDO Did not ansuer
050034 Thirtiss
070011 1910 - 19.19
080044 Fourtiss
0000 Did not answer
100020 Tuentiis
120041 Fourties
100035 Thirties
Did not answer
09 41 Fourtiss
Nem 2
Renemal 1
New 1
Renewal 3m 1 S
Renewal 3ewz
Reneza 1
Ranewal 6
Renema! 4Renewal 3
~enetmal 3
Nei
.1
Reneu al
4
Nem
NJ ?2
Now£
9Mnemf^Qffl17
^J<?M1
M5S112
times
t ime
t in ?e
tise
timas
+ times
tim Ls
tine s
+. times
tir i4
tim es
tiVi5
t: im e S
tim es
time
times
I in es
Not inform
Most inforB
Q7 C.B Q9 Q10 Qll
*. . . lMost inform
* _ -
J *. B *
* f e *
Iost inform
. Most inform
Most inform
. Most intorm
* Moder inform
Most inform
Most inform
Most inform
VEARR Q~a Q3
08351
07704
U8042
08533
03O590809S
0375902759
OST59
0S053
08759
07'015OS'O57
OSlO1
Female
m ale
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
r al
remale
Male
Male
Female
Fe a I
'nmale
Fehelri= ml-a
Female
Male
Q5
Most inform
M ost inform
I.
m
I
*
»
*
*
»
»
*
*
*
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Qi4 Q15 I A arT a1a O19
* a
Most inform iost inform
* I. -
Most inform
3S Q20D 121 E22 23 Q24 QZ6 Q27 Q29 Q3O
Most rnform
Moder inform
. Most inform
ioder inform
m Icst infuro
Most inform
Moder inform
Most inform
Most inform
Most inform
Not inform
. Rost inform
lMost inform
-3 q1Z C13
Z
3
4
5
6
B
* i
- *.
Q25 Q31
I
9
m
f
ml~
qP
f::
i
.
*u
I
.1
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035
14:49 Wl:ednesday, May 21* 1997
Q37Q3u
Most inform
Most Snform
test infarmi Most infyorm
Most J-nfoers
Most infom*
^cst intfofrt
* a
11s 38 Q39 Q40 Q41 042 Q43 j44 Q45 Q46 i47
Ltr nHsvtr y
Site History
Site History
Site History
Bluejerry History
Nature Area
Stie History
Site History
Nature Area
Site History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Nature Area
Blueberry History
NHtur& Area
Site History
Nature Area
Si t e History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Nature Area
Site History
Yes
Ye*s
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tt»5
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TYes
Yes
Y es
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
> 20 years
16 - 20 years
16 - 20 years
> 20 years
332
1
2
3
4
5
6
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
A
10
1Z
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
0
21
22
23
24
23
ingle
Single
Married
Single
y1arried
.carried
Harried
Hiarricd
,iarried
i:arried
Single
:1arried
Single
iinle
Single
Sringle
:iftgla
!ilarried
Single
Single
Yes
Yes
YY
. Ye;
o*
::-
Yes
Yes
lb
-
*
Qm
*
*
*
*
9
J
r 4 S -h j~u , + j. -
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lBS Q45 049 Q53 Q51 Q52 Q53 Q54 Q55 Q56 057 Q59 Q60 Q61 Q6Z
1
2
3
Yes
No No
TYe
M0
- Tes
* Yes
* Yes
Y25
T a
I. Yes
* a Yes
No .* es
. Yes .
*. * Yes
* NO
U* -. No
Yes
, No
Graduate
*High Schvol
*Collieg
High School
* .High School
. Collega
Graduate
College
* * Graduate
High School
Yes tradnate
. High Shcrol
*e ,righ School
* GEaduate
* Yes Gradalte
Migh School
Collaeg Yes
College
. Graduate
30 - 54?5999
30 S49,999
30 5470,99
6 - $69,999
100 - $14h9999
5' - $59, 99
15 - t19,999
5C - $59.939
50 -59*999
> $lSl,000
3C - $49,999
C S15,lOD
15 - Slj9g9q
7C -$ 99,99
30 5- 49,999
100 - $149,999
20 - S29s999
20 $2 9p999
30 - $49,9999
Own home
Rent apTh,Con
Own horn
Oin hom a
amn homne
Cmn toZIe
Rent home
i mn, homn
Own home
Omn homo
Oln home
Uan. home
Own home
Oun home
Cin home
Olun honme
Rent home
Own home
100 - $149p999
. Yes
T
Y
yes
- Yes
. No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ye
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
YesYesYes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Ye$YesYes
Yes
4
Q6 4
Yes
*
*
Owln home
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ISS ZIPC.03E GFNE R BIRTH YEARR Q1 Q2 Q3
Fourties
Thirties
Fourties
Fourties
Thirties
Fourties
Fourties
Did not ansaer
Sixties
Fourties
Fourtles
Fifties
Did not answer
Fifties
T menties
Thirties
Fourties
Taenties
Thirties
Thirties
Twenties
1910 - 1919
Fourties
Thirties
Tienties
New
Renewal
Neu
Hes
Nea
Ranemal
ReneealRenewal
Reneual
Renewal
Renewal
New
R enQwl
New
New
Reneual
Rene ral
New
New
Renewal
time
+ t:e7s
timLs
tim s
+* tLm's
t 1m 5s
timsS
2 tin ao
time
+ tlAieS
time
+ times
tim aS
times
t i se
1 time5
4 times
Most inform
Most irnfort
Most inform
Most inform
nost inform
Most inform
Q73BS
26
27 Moder inierm
28
Q8 Q9 QIO
* . a a
.'Cy
30 ocderi nflorm
oer ifor
* 5oder iSnfora.
* a a
a a a a
* * - A
Most informMost inform
Moat in'form
Most inform
Mepst n-Forn
Roder inform Mnder infor
Most inform
M5 t inform
m
Most inforMii
.* *. . od. r inform
* S - *
* 0ost inform Moas inform
19Y7
Q4
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
h5
46
4T
48
49
50
07931
CSOSO
0771
O8701
G8224
23112
03057
08109
t0851
CB055
86 4B
C 8077
08106
08759
08052
08060
08759
'81 0
03003
07070
Male
M le
Female
MaIlale
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Maleamale
Mal"
mz I?
120046
040030
070040OT004C
1100o4
110038
010045
100046
0000
080066
050048
080047
110050
00O0
030051
080027
100034
07 47
0102OZ
09 38
120031
090025
070017
050042
050032
110024
11 Z12
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
*
a
*
»
*
'
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Ai
,IN
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Most informr
Most infornm
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29
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32
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40
41
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*
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k
*
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*
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*
*
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*
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Frasier
14;4) iiednasday, May:21* 199T
634 135
Most inform
Most inform
Most ainform
Most inform
Most inform
Most inform
Most inform
Moder inform
Mloder inform
Q37 Q38 Q39 Q40 Q41 Q42 Q43
Most inform
Joder inform
Mecder inform
Mast informMosf inforn .
a 'a
Nature Area
Sits History
Site History
Site History
Nature Area
Site History
Mature Area
Site History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Flueberry History
Site History
Site History
Nature Araa
5ite History
Nature Ares
i$te History
Site History
Site History
Nature Area
Ys
Yes
Yas
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
YessYes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
YaS
Yes
es
es
Teas
Yes
Yes
Y s:
Yees
YVs
Y :
Y es
Yi S
Yos
VYs
Y isY5S
Yis
Yas
Y : s
Y : SYes
is
Y--s
Y2s
5- 10 years
16 - 20 years
0 - 5 years
16 - 20 years
iss Q30
9
I
i
6
*
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)BS Q45 Q46 Q47 q4S Q49 ;50 Q51 Q52 Q53 QW4 Q55 Q55 Q57 W5S
2o Merried
27 Married
23 Mmrried No
29 Mearieci Yes
30 Single
31 Sincl I
32 Married Vas
33 Single
34 MHrried Yes
3; Single Tes
36 Single YeT
37 Single
38 Mrried Yes
39 Mzrrisd
0a Single
41 Mrred -
42 M.rnied
43 Merried
44 Msrrasc -
45 Mzrried
46 Sinmie
47 Single
48 Single
49 M'rried
50 Married
ES Q6O0 Q61
* a
-Yes
*Y
* S
Yes
Yes
Yes
- No N
* * No
* a
Noes
Yes res
* Yaes
No
M.
* N
No
Yes
ho
Yes
. Yes
Yes
No
* Yes
w
btee
- a .5 *
Q62 Q63
Yes
Yes
College
College
College
High School
Graduate
Graduato
* College
colleg
Graduate
High School
- High School
* * * Graduate
* * * High School
Greduate
Coleqge
High School
.. College
·* C.ol ge
G raduate
. Graduate
.. Graduate
Q64
Yes
re$
Yes a
Yes
- Yes
yo;Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yees
'e s
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
30
60
30
70
S49,999
$69,999
$49,999
$99,999
own
Osn
Osrn
Own
own> $153,000
50 - $59,999
60 - $69,999
-G - 549999
30 - T49i999
120 - $149,999
20 - $Z9,999
u6 - $S9,999
50 - $59,999
50.- $59,999
100 - $149.999
70 - $99,399
70 - $99,999
Qwn
Own
own
Own
Own
horn
home
home
homehone
home
honme
home
home 9
home
homn
home
Rent hone
Orwn home
Own home
Own hose
oCn hbme
Rent apThtCon
UOn homie
Own hotm
Oln home
S
Q59
*
*
*
-
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1S LIPCODE GDNOER BIRTH YEARa
Fo urties
Twenties
Thirties
Tmenties
Twenties
Thirties
Fourties
1910 - 1919
Fifties
Twenties
Fourties
nTenties
1910 - 1919
Turentiss
Yhirttes
Thirties
Fourties
Fif ties
Twenties
RsneualI
R^newal
New
New
Renewal
New
Rensl~
New
Renewal
NeRenewal
New
Rene"ralN tu
Renew al
Renewal
2 times
1 time
1 time
4 times
tim es
S i tiopns
3 times
1 timn
1 tia
6 4 times
6 + times
5 times
2 timrS
1 time
6 * timinfS
08 Q9 Q10
- Moder infarm Most infoem
Moder inform
Most intorm
Most inforl
Most tnform Most inform
WosT- inform
0C64
SC 77
46I48
08512
08050
1 3
08521
C 0C55
190.8I
08807
OBI05
O0808
03759
08759
0854Z
o805a
0as61
8C 6
07760
rnal3
FemalsN ale
Mts leal5
Male
F amala
femaie
Female
Female
Male
Mele
male
MalePemmlm
010042
110026
0031
110029
110028
040031
100046
110015
040056
060028
050048
010027
060019
0025
030030
030034
010043
10 51
1200Z7
07 Qll Q12
-
-
.
*
T
h
*
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I8S ai3 Q14 Q1l Q16 Ql7 1 C Q21
* Moder infTrm
. Most inform
· Most infarm
. Most inform
Most inform
,rs a22 Q23 q24 Q26 Q27 Q2S
Most infarm
Most informMost infarm
Most inform
Most inform
*
i
*
»
»
*
!
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»
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I
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4
*
*
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Q31 Q34 Q35
Most inform
'ost inform
Nast inform
inform
informinform Most inform
Most inform
Moder inform
Most inform
Q37 Q38 039 341 Q42 Q43
. Site History
- Site Hisrv
Nost inform
Most infDrm
Site History
Site History
Site History
Nature Aree
Na'tir* Arae
Site history
Site History
Site History
Sita History
Site history
Site History
Site History
Site History
Site History
Nature Area
Yes
YTs
Yes
Yes
YTs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yss
Y2S
e
Yas
es
Yes
Ye 5
Yes
Y£5
Yes
Yes
Yes
Y s
Y¢,sc5s
Yes
YesVs
Yes
Yes
Y C'eV cs
It - 15 years
> 20 years
16 - 20 years
. lueberry History Yes
Bs o30
Most
Most
Most
5S 36 Q40
*
Q44
41
*
AL
&
.
*
69 Yes
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E5s 45 46 Q47 Q48 Q49 Q5Q Q51 Q52 i53
Single
Martied
Single
Single
Mar ±e d
Single
Singla
Marri4d
Married
marrired
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
SinIe
Married
Mireied
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
* a
Yes
N o
* o .
Ye:
Yes
yesYes
Tes
i54 Q55 Q56 QIt57 5a
Yes
Yes Graduate
.. - rraduate
. ollero
. . . CollegeCollege
_ . . Graduate
High School
* G Sraduate
. . . Graduate
7 - High School
High School
* .High School
, *_ High School
, , , igh School
5 *Gra duate
, _High Sehool
_ -_ Graduate
* . . College
*, - * Grechjate
Q63
100 - t149,999
30 - $49,99
20 - $29*99
70 - $99,999
30 - $45,999
60 - $69S999
?U - $99,999
< S15,000
50 - $59t999
0Z - $29,999
15 - $19,993
30 - $49,999
To - $99,999
> $150000
Omn
Oun
Oin
Oun
Idan
aOanOwn
O3 j
mnn
Oiwn
Oun
ROun
e
Own
hone
home
hasrehome
home
home
Townhouse
home
home
home
t hoea
home
Ihornehome
home
home
home
3$ QSD
Yes
Yes
Yes
res
Yes
Yes
Yss
Yes
Yes
!fe
262
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tes
Yes
Yes
YesTes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ves
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ne
No
.
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Zip Code
CumnulatiV CLimulativ
ZIPCODE Frequency Percent Frequency Percant
07070 1 1-6 t 1,
07109 1 1.6 Z 3.
77J04 1 1,6 3 4.7
CrU75 1 1.6 4 6.3
07760 1 1.6 5 7.8
07931 1 1-6 6 9^4
08003 1 1.6 ? 10.9
08015 5 7.8 12 18.8
0U028 1 1.6 13 20,3
0S031 1 1.6 14 21.9
03042 1 1.6 15 23.4
03051 1 1.6 16 25,0
08052 1 1.6 17 Z6.6
03 5 3 1. 186 28.1
08054 1 1.6 19 29.7
O3055 4 6,B 23 35.9
0eC07 2 3.1 2 39,1
08060 4 6.3 29 45.3
08%64 1 1.6 30 46.9
0077 2 3.1 32 50.0
08088 4 6.3 36 56.3
o0o93 1 t1 37 57.S
02106 1 1.6 38 59.4
08o0 1 1.6 39 s6.9
0S109 1 1.6 40 62,5
03224 1 1.6 41 64.1
0o512 1 1.6 42 65.6
08518 1 1.6 43 67.2
O8SO Q1 1.6 44 68.8
0S527 1 1.6 45 70.3
0533 1 1.6 46 71.9
Oi54L 1 1.6 47 73.4
08619 1 1.6 43 75-0
0364S 2 3.1 50 7s.1
03701 1 1.65 1 79.7
Qt732 1 1.6 52 81.3
08759 7 10.9 59 92,2
0807 1 1.6 60 93.a
19081 1 1.6 61 95.3
20600 1 1-6 62 96.9
23112 1 1.6 63 98,4
4S148 1 1-6 64 1oD.0
Freusaney Missing = 5
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Gender
Cumulative Cumulative
GENDER Feequenny Percent Frequency Percent
F-male 31 46.3 31 46.3
ale 386 33.7 67 100-0
Frequency Missing = 2
Decade of Birth
Cumulative Cumulative
YEARR Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------............. m----m-------
1910 - 1919 4 6.7 4 6*7
Twenties 13 21.7 17 28.3
Thirties 14 23.3 31 51.7
Fourties 19 31.7 50 83.3
Fifties 8 13.3 53 96.7
Sixties 2 3.3 60 100.0
Frequency Missing = 9
Meibership
Cumulative Cuumnlative
Qi Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
.....------------....----------- 
........ __......
New 31 47.7 31 47.7
Renewal 34 52.3 65 10O.0
Frequency Missing = 4
Visits
Cumulative Cumulative
Q2 Frequency Percent nrequency Percent
1 time 18 31.6 18 31.6
2 times 15 26.3 33 57.9
3 times 4 7.0 37 64.S
4 tines 5 -3S 42 73.7
5 times 4 7.0 46 80.7
6 + times 11 .133 57 100.0
Frequency Missing = 12
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Elizabeth C. Whitl Garden Oay
Cumulative Cumulative
Q3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Most inform 1 50.0 1 50.0
Not inform I 50.0 2 too.
Frequency Missing = 67
Whitesbog in the 1950s by June Vail
Cuaulative Cuiulative
Q4 Frequency Percent Frneuency Percent
--------------------------.....----..... 
------------------
Most inftrs' 7 100.o 7 100.0
Frequency Missing - 62
Whitasbog Histiry Tour - Tom lsrlingt:n.
Cumulative Cumulative
Q5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
osot inform 8 0.0 a0.0
foder inforn 2 20.0 10 100-0
Frequency missing = 59
Cranblrry Harvest Tours
Cumulativoe Cuulative
QS Frequency Perccnt Frequency Percent
----_________----------------.____....--m-------------m----
Most inform 6 66.7 6 66,7
odc:r inform 3 33.3 9 100.0
*requency Missing = 60
Whitesbog Preservation Trust Meibership Survey 1i
Done by - Pntricia rrasiter
14;49 iadnesdey, Nay 21, 1991
Holiday Candlelight Tour
Cumulative Cumulative
QT Frequency Percent Frequency Percsnt
Most inform 3 60.0 o 50.0
Moder inform 2 40.0 5 100.0
Frequency Missing = 64
Whistling Swan Tour
Cumulative Cunulative
Qll Frequency Parcent Frequency Percent
Most inform ? 87,5 7 8T.5
Modsr inform i 12.5 100O.O
Prequency Missing = 61
St. Pattys Signs of Spring Green Walk
Cumulative Cumulative
412 Frequencv Percent Frequency Percent
Modar inform 1 100.D 1 100.C
Frequency Missing = 68
SDring Peeoer Nature Walk
Cumulative Cumulative
Q14 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Plost inform 1 i00-0 1 100.0
Frequency MisSing = 6S
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Done by - Patricia Frasier
14:43 Wadnesdy, ly 210 1997
Old Faashion Nature alk
Cumulative Cumulative
Q16 Frequency Percent Frequency Pgrcent
_________________________________,,___--__-_______________
Most inform 1 100.D
Frequancy Mlssing = 68
Night-Lightirg for Moths
Cumulative Cumulatiiv
Q17T ;equency Percent Frequency Percant
Most inform 1 50.0 1 50.0
Moder inform 1 50, 2 100.0
Frequency Missing = 6?
Sirds of Whitesbog
Cumulative Cumulative
Q18 'requency Percent Frequency Percent
Most infarm Itr 1 100. 0
Frequency Missing = =8
Discover the Cragon.fly
Cumulativa Cumulative
QZ1 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Most inform 2 100.0 2 100.0
Frequency Missing = 67
Reptlle Round-uD
Cumulative Cumulative
gQ4 Frequancy Percent FrequenCy Percent
s---- in-form 1 100. -- _____ 100_.
.ost inform I i 10C.O
1 IOG.0
Whitesbog Preservation Trust Msmbership Survey 1S
Done by - Patricia Frasier
14:49 Hednesday* May 21, 1997
Frequency Missing = 68
Animals of Whitesbog
Cumulative Cumiultive
25 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Most inform 1 100.0 1 100.0
Freouency Missing = ?
Full Moon Hikes
Cumulative Cumulative
Q4Z Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Most inform 8 72.7 S 72.1
Moder irform 3 27.3 11 1G0.0
Frequency Missing = 58
Whitesbog Pickerel Catch
Cumulative Cumplative
QZZ Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Most inform ' 100- 1 10.O
Frequency Missing = 68
aluebnrry Festival
Cuaulative Cumulative
Q31 Frequency Percent Crequency Percent
1ost inform 16 76.2 16 76.2
Mader inform 4 19-0 2O 95.2
Not inform 1 4.3 21 100.0
Frequency Missinq = 4$
Whitesbog Preservation Trust Mne rship Survey £0
Dons by - Patricia Frasier
14:49 Wednesday, Hay 21, 1997
Frequency Missing = 61
Fat Tire Bike Run
Cumulative CumulativeQ37 Frequancy Percent Frequency Percant
Most inform 1 1D00DD I 3000
-requency Missing - 68

